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Swallows and Amazons 
Chapter 21 – Swallows in the Dark 

 

“Something’s pulling at my oar,” said 
Susan, “I can’t lift it.” The boat stopped 
moving. John peered over the side. 
 
“Water lilies,” he said. “It’s getting most 

awfully dark.” 
 
“They hang on to my oars like 
octopuses,” said Susan. 
 
  “Perhaps they are octopuses,” said 
Roger. “They put their arms out long, and 
grab people even out of a boat.” In 
Roger’s voice there were clear signs of 
panic in the forecastle. Captain John took 
command at once. 
 
“Rubbish, Roger,” he said, “they aren’t 
octopuses. They’re only flowers.” He 
leaned over and picked one, not without 
difficulty. “Here you are,” he said. 
 
  “Give it to him, Susan. Let him see for himself. They’re only flowers. Only 
their stalks are horribly tough. Try to pull out into the middle, Mister Mate.” 
 
“All right. Only flowers,” said Roger, fingering the water lily and letting 
his fingers run down its stout slippery stalk. “But I wouldn’t mind even if they 
were octopuses.”  
 
  Susan did her best. But the blades of the oars caught under the broad, flat leaves of 
the water lilies and swept them together. The long, fat, smooth stalks of the water 
lilies tangled together and held the oars like strong ropes. She lost an oar overboard. 

She picked it up again at once, feeling for it, for it was hard to see 
Swallow’s brown oars in the dark water. Swallow moved as if she were 
being driven against something springy, which gave a little and then 
gathered strength and pushed her back. 

‘Swallows and Amazons’ was written by Arthur Ransome in 1930. In this chapter, Susan, Roger and John are 
rowing on a lake at night in a boat called ‘Swallow’ in search of a different boat called the ‘Amazon’. 
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“Bother these flowers,” said Roger. 
 
“Let me row for a bit,” said John. 
 
  The captain and the mate changed 
places. John tried rowing without 
feathering, keeping the blades of his 
oars on a slant downwards and 
forwards so that when he pulled they 
would not go deep in the water and 
could not catch under the flat leaves. 
That was better. Presently Swallow 
was clear of the lilies. 
 
 

“I can’t move the tiller,” said Susan. “Only a little way.” 
 
“One of those lily stalks must be stuck between the rudder and the boat,” 
said Captain John. “Let me get at it.” He took off his coat, rolled up his sleeve, 
and plunged his arm into the water over the stern. Not one but half a dozen lily 
stalks were jammed together, wedging the rudder. He broke some of them and 
then pulled the bits through between the rudder and the keel. “Clear now,” he said, 
and put out the oars again. He rowed on, telling Susan not to steer too near to the 
reeds, where the lilies were, and yet not to go too far from the edge. The struggle 
with the lilies had taken time and it was getting darker and darker. 
 
“I say,” said Susan, “it’s too dark to find the Amazon now. Hadn’t we 

better give it up and go back?” 
 
“If we waited till the morning, we should find her all right,” said Captain 
John. 
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Pets of the Caribbean 

 
 

 

Did pirates actually keep parrots or other pets? The answer is, we don't really know. 
There are not many first-hand accounts of the animals on board ships other than the 
occasional comments of cats and or dogs being used to keep the vermin population 
down. Many pirates kept pets or animals while staying in towns and perhaps, on 
occasions, animals were taken on board their ships. We do know, however, that 
horses and other livestock were sometimes carried on board larger vessels when 
ground battles were due to take place.  
 

 
 

Parrots 
 
Captain Flint was the name of the parrot that perched on Long John Silver’s shoulder 
in the famous story ‘Treasure Island’. The parrot was named in honour of Long John 
Silver’s former captain (or possibly just to mock him, as the only pirate said to make 
Captain Flint’s knobbly knees knock together in fear was Silver himself). However, is 
there really any truth in real pirates actually having parrots as pets?  
 
With the longer ocean voyages around the coast of Africa, and later with the 
discovery of the Americas in the 1500s, the trade in parrots became a regular 
business. The more exotic the animal, the more in demand and the more valuable the 
animal would become. A talking parrot would fetch a few doubloons (Spanish gold 
coins) in the Royal Courts of Europe, as would monkeys and to own an exotic animal 
would have made a pirate even more respected. 
 
The parrot's social behaviour has always made it a good pet. Parrots seem to 
instinctively accept humans as one of their flock, which makes touching and holding 
the bird possible. They may learn to copy human voices. Their ability to learn tricks 
and display behaviour which is not typical for a wild bird have made them popular 
with humans for centuries. 
 

      Dogs 
Dogs onboard had to earn their keep. Rats infested many ships and 
these terriers were expected to help fight this off this plague. Many 
ships held occasional rat hunts, and dogs joined men armed with 
clubs and guns to kill them. There is evidence of one Spanish ship 
recording 40,000 rats being killed during one such event. 
Rat killing dogs were also entertainment. Contests were held 
to see how many rats a dog could kill in a set period of time. 

Yuk!  
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Monkeys 
Whilst pirates were traveling to exotic lands, they had quite a bit of free time, had 
plenty of gold, and so had no particular reason to restrict themselves to just ordinary 
European pets like cats. Monkeys were not uncommon.  

Shipboard pets were usually given the run of the ship, and crewmates did not like some 
of the monkey’s antics. The animals stole attractive objects, bit when annoyed, and 
went to the toilet whenever and wherever they wanted!  

The idea of a pet monkey has now made its way into fiction as well. The famous 
Captain Barbossa, in the Pirates of the Caribbean films, has one. 

Cats 
 
Other animals such as common cats and dogs may have been living with humans for 
thousands of years. The animals would have served the same purposes they do 
today. Early wood-block illustrations provide evidence that some sailors did indeed 
keep hunting dogs. There is also evidence that domestic animals were taken on 
voyages. Some scientists believe that the extinction of the Dodo Bird is directly 
related to the introduction of pigs, cats, and dogs to the Mauritius Island, the birds 
only habitat. We can assume that what was good enough for merchant ships was 
also good enough for a pirate ship.  
 
Pirates were also a superstitious lot. British sailors considered the possession of black 
cats good luck. It was a common for the loved ones of a sailors to keep a black cat in 
the house while he was at sea. It was believed that so long as the cat was well fed 
and kept safe from harm, nothing would happen to the sailor 
 
Sailors also kept cats on board ships to bring them luck. Other superstitions involving 
sailors and cats claimed that if the ship's cat approached a sailor, it meant good luck. 
If the cat approached halfway and turned away, bad luck would surely follow. If a 
cat was thrown overboard, a storm would rise and very bad luck would follow. 
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Peter Pan 
by J.M. Barrie (1904) 

 
Extract from Chapter 5 – The Island Come True 

 
Captain James Hook is with his officer Smee. discussing how he lost his hand.  
Smee is a bo’sun (boatswain) - the person who looks after the Captain’s ship. 

 
The pirates disappeared among the trees, and in a moment their Captain and 
Smee were alone. Hook heaved a heavy sigh, and I know not why it was, 
perhaps it was because of the soft beauty of the evening, but there came over 
him a desire to confide to his faithful bo'sun the story of his life. He spoke long 
and earnestly, but what it was all about. Smee, who was rather stupid, did not 
know in the least. Later, he caught the word ‘Peter’.  
 

"Most of all," Hook was saying passionately, "I want their 
captain, Peter Pan. 'Twas he who cut off my arm." He 
brandished the hook threateningly. "I've waited long to 
shake his hand with this. Oh, I'll tear him!" 
 

"And yet," said Smee, "I have often heard you say that 
hook was worth a score of hands, for combing the 
hair and other homely uses." 
 
"Ay," the captain answered, "if I was a mother I 
would pray to have my children born with this 
instead of that," and he cast a look of pride upon 
his iron hand and one of scorn upon the other. Then 
again he frowned. "Peter flung my arm," he said, 
wincing, "to a crocodile that happened to be 
passing by." 

 
"I have often," said Smee, "noticed your strange dread of crocodiles." 
 
"Not of crocodiles," Hook corrected him, "but of that one crocodile." He 
lowered his voice. "It liked my arm so much, Smee, that it has followed me ever 
since, from sea to sea and from land to land, licking its lips for the rest of me."  
 
"In a way," said Smee, "it's sort of a compliment." 
 
"I want no such compliments," Hook barked petulantly. "I want Peter Pan, who 
first gave the brute its taste for me." He sat down on a large mushroom, and 

now there was a quiver in his voice.  
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"Smee," he said huskily, "that crocodile 
would have had me before this, but by a 
lucky chance it swallowed a clock which 
goes tick tick inside it, and so before it 
can reach me I hear the tick and bolt." 
He laughed, but in a hollow way. 
 
"Some day," said Smee, "the clock will 
run down, and then he'll get you." Hook 
wetted his dry lips.   
 
"Ay," he said, "that's the fear that haunts me." Since sitting down he had felt 
curiously warm. "Smee," he said, "this seat is hot." He jumped up. "Odds bobs, 
hammer and tongs I'm burning."  
 
They examined the mushroom, which was of a size and solidity unknown on the 
mainland; they tried to pull it up, and it came away at once in their hands, for it 
had no root. Stranger still, smoke began at once to ascend. The pirates looked 
at each other.  
 
"A chimney!" they both exclaimed.  
 
They had indeed discovered the chimney of the home under the ground. It was 
the custom of the boys to stop it with a mushroom when enemies were in the 
neighbourhood. Not only smoke came out of it. There came also children's 
voices, for so safe did the boys feel in their hiding-place that they were  
chattering. The pirates listened grimly, and then replaced the mushroom. They 
looked around them and noted the holes in the seven trees.  
 
"Did you hear them say Peter Pan's from home?" Smee whispered, fidgeting 
with Johnny Corkscrew. Hook nodded. He stood for a long time lost in thought, 
and at last a curdling smile lit up his swarthy face. Smee had been waiting for 
it. "Unrip your plan, captain," he cried eagerly. "To return to the ship,"  
 

Hook replied slowly through his teeth, "and cook a large rich 
cake of a jolly thickness with green sugar on it. There can be 
but one room below, for there is but one chimney. The silly 
moles had not the sense to see that they did not need a door 
apiece. That shows they have no mother. We will leave the 
cake on the shore of the Mermaids' Lagoon. These boys are 
always swimming about there, playing with the 
mermaids. They will find the cake and they will 
gobble it up, because, having no mother, they  
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don't know how dangerous 'tis to eat rich damp cake." He burst into laughter, 
not hollow laughter now, but honest laughter. 
 
"Aha, they will die." Smee had listened with growing admiration. "It's the 
wickedest, prettiest policy ever I heard of!" he cried, and in their exultation 
they danced and sang:  
 
"Avast, belay, when I appear,  
By fear they're overtook;  
Nought's left upon your bones when you  
Have shaken claws with Hook."  
 
They began the verse, but they never finished it, for another sound broke in 
and stilled them. There was at first such a tiny sound that a leaf might have 
fallen on it and smothered it, but as it came nearer it was more distinct. Tick 
tick tick tick! Hook stood shuddering, one foot in the air.  
 
"The crocodile!" he gasped, and bounded away, followed by his bo'sun.  
 
It was indeed the crocodile.  
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